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Vocabulary 

 

❶ I don't know French. Can you --------------this text for me? 

a) defend     b) protect   c) solve      d) translate 

❷ I was eating dinner, ---------I heard a loud noise. 

a) especially    b) suddenly   c) angrily      d) carefully 

❸ Lionel Messi is a very----------football player. 

a) successful      b) historical    c) ancient        d) rocky 

❹ It is ------------for parents to worry when their children are ill. 

a) beautiful        b) natural     c) attractive     d) energetic 

❺ The panda is a/an ----------animal. 

a) planed       b) artificial       c) endangered         d) alike 

❻ Your-----------beats faster when you run. 

a) heart        b) drop      c) brain   d) orbit 

❼ John will be home-----------. 

a) same   b) soon      c) wonderfully     d) impossibly 

❽ I-----------him for his honesty. 

a) carry        b) prepare       c) suggest d) respect 

 

 

 

Free Hand

FreeText
طراح: سمیرا مهدی پور



 

Grammar 

 

❶ They must----------at work at 8:0 every day.  

a) are                b) were         c) to be               d) be 

❷ I usually study my lessons--------night. 

a) into                  b) at                 c) in                   d) on 

❸ Tokyo is the ----------city in Japan. 

a) big       b) bigger   c) biggest              d) as big as 

❹ Our English teacher wrote the letter----------on the board. 

a) myself        b) ourselves           c) himself          d) itself 

❺ The light is red. You----------stop the car. 

a) should        b) must                 c) may               d) can 

❻ When my mother went, we---------the homework. 

a) do      b) are doing         c) were doing             d) will do 

❼ My friend is going to----------his cellphone. 

a) change        b) to change      c) changed     d) changing 

❽ A: I need something to eat. 

B: I------------------bring you some cake in a minute. 

a) am going to       b) will       c) could         d) would 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Cloze Test 

 

The United Nations, or (1) ______ the U.N., is an international 

organization. It was started after World War Two with the idea of 

making a stronger version of the League of Nations, which was 

supposed to stop wars from happening. Most nations are (2) 

______ of the U.N., and send people to the headquarters to hold 

meetings and make decisions about (3) ______ issues. The main 

building of the United Nations (4) ______ in New York City in the 

United State of America. 

The United Nations' goal is to maintain world peace, and improve 

world's living (5) ______ in general to make the world a better 

place to live in. The United Nations has set up six "organs" 

including UNICCEF and UNESCO. 

 

❶ (A) briefly              ❷ (A) unions                 ❸ (A) national 

(B)  simply                     (B) employers                  (B) global 

(C)  carelessly                 C) members                   (C) classical 

(D)  orally                      (D) organizations             (D) domestic 

 

❹ (A) is located               ❺ (A) productions 

(B)  locates                          (B) relations 

(C)  are located                   (C) procedures 

(D)  has located                   (D) conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Reading Comprehension 

Some experts believe that robots will be able to do jobs, 
which at the moment only human beings can do; however, 
there are also others who disagree. One London Company, 
UAS has already developed machines that can be employed 
as 'home - helps' for old people unable to look after 

themselves and who are living on their own. These machines 

can now carry out such things as cook eggs and clean the 
floor, and the company says that future models will be 
directed by simple voice instructions and controlled by a 
'brain'. Yet it is believed that we have a long way to go before 
we can develop truly intelligent machines. 

 
1. We understand from the passage that although robots can do 

certain jobs ................ 

A) old people are still unable to look after themselves. 
B) these cannot be done by human beings. 
C) there are few others which cannot be done by robots. 

D) there are still many others which can only be done by human 

beings. 
 
2. The London company hopes to make a robot soon............ 

A) that will respond to spoken orders. 
B) with a simple voice. 

C) which will give simple instructions. 
D) to clean the floor of old people. 
 
3. We can infer from the passage that in developing intelligent 

robots................ 

A) man has made big advances. 

B) we have few problems left. 

C) there are many great problems to overcome. 
D) scientists should agree with each other. 

 

 

 

 

 


